
PSCI 398-601— New Media and Politics!
Instructor: Brian Rosenwald!
Office: Leadership Hall, 3814 Walnut!
E-mail: brianros@sas.upenn.edu!
Office Hours: Either T&R 5:05-6:30 !
or Wed 2-4 PM !
Description: ! !

! Over the last 30-40 years, new broadcast media and technologies have 
developed and entered into the political realm at breakneck speed. As recently as 35-40 
years ago, three half hour nightly network newscasts, scattered radio programming, and 
daily newspapers provided the vast majority of political news coverage. By contrast, 
today, twenty-four hour cable news (coming in every ideological flavor), talk radio, the 
blogosphere, comedic news programs, and the vast array of social media outlets 
contribute substantially to our knowledge about politics, public policy and current 
events. Additionally, whereas forty years ago, congressional coverage consisted of 
newspaper stories, and at most a few minutes on the nightly news, today, Americans 
can watch gavel-to-gavel coverage of Congressional floor proceedings on C-SPAN and 
C-SPAN Two, and Congressional hearings on C-SPAN 3. Countless websites and blogs 
also offer in depth coverage of Congress, ranging from Capitol Hill gossip to serious 
coverage of procedural minutia.  ! !
! These technological advancements have dramatically changed politics. In the 
1960s and 1970s, most Americans received one set of basic facts from the news—
famed anchorman Walter Cronkite signed off each night by telling his viewers “And 
that’s the way it is.” In contrast, today, many Americans receive news coverage oriented 
to their political perspective and worldview. Conservatives might get their news from 
Rush Limbaugh, a local conservative radio broadcast during their morning commute, 
and the right leaning Fox News Network after work, with smart phone alerts from right 
leaning publications throughout the day. Liberals, by contrast, might listen to National 
Public Radio in the car, or a liberal radio program or podcast, read liberal web 
publications, including the Huffington Post and Talking Points Memo, on their lunch 
break, and watch the left leaning MSNBC at night. An additional subset of Americans, 
especially younger Americans, receive their news from comedic news programs that do 
not even broadcast nightly, take entire weeks off for vacation, and offer less than an 
hour of total news per week. Many times, people of different political persuasions are 
not even hearing about the same news each day because what constitutes news now 
often depends on one’s political perspective. Additionally, Americans now receive news 
almost instantaneously, but they often receive it in less detail (often just 140 characters), 
and sometimes from sources whose goal is entertainment, rather than providing the 
most accurate or comprehensive coverage. !
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! This fragmentation has substantially affected both the way in which politics 
operates and the ability of government to function and address pressing public 
problems. Technological change has also affected every aspect of the day to day 
political maneuverings, from the ability of operatives to draw increasingly partisan 
congressional districts, to their ability to subsequently microtarget and geotarget 
messages to increasingly narrow slices of the electorate. Whereas, thirty years ago, 
campaigns were just beginning to regularly use radio actuality lines to distribute audio 
clips of candidate speeches to radio stations, today they can text message a phone 
number to loyal followers to call in when their candidate, or his or her opponent, is 
appearing live on radio. !
!  Finally the proliferation of media and social media has in many ways also 
undermined the traditional trappings and advantages of power, as well as many of the 
traditional methods of making government work. In 1970, each party’s congressional 
leaders and committee chairmen had substantially more power than rank and file 
members. Additionally, the President had an unmatched bully-pulpit. By contrast, in the 
last decade, we’ve seen a first term senator elected President, and many other 
relatively new public officials become partisan rock stars who play an “outside” game 
that has made them, as powerful as, if not more powerful than, some of the elected 
party leadership. Furthermore technology has rendered the idea of negotiations 
occurring behind closed doors and producing legislative compromises anachronistic for 
two reasons. First, the twenty-four news cycle, which constantly requires fresh news to 
discuss, and the existence of smart phones that shoot high definition video and allow 
citizens to serve as reporters (using social media services), make secrecy almost 
impossible. Indeed, a disgruntled staffer who believes that his or her side got the raw 
end of negotiations can create a firestorm in a matter of minutes. Second, even if the 
parties can come to such agreements, the grassroots can utilize new technologies and 
media to rally allies against a bill almost instantaneously, which applies enormous 
pressure on legislators. !
! Utilizing the tools of history, communications, and political science, this seminar 
will explore the integration of these new media into politics, as well as their impact on 
politics, public policy, and American democracy. Among the questions we will ponder: 
how, when, and why did these new media enter into the political arena? How have they 
changed electoral politics? Have they made it easier, more difficult, or impossible for 
Congress and the President to address the country’s needs? Have they transformed the 
policymaking process? Who has benefitted politically from the changes wrought by 
these new media, and who has suffered? Has a new category of Americans been 
empowered politically by these new technologies? If so, who are they? Have these 
technological changes made politics and the policymaking process more transparent, or 
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less transparent? Is transparency even a good thing? Has the political impact of these 
new media been good for American democracy or bad? Have these new media 
enhanced the political participation and engagement of young voters, or have they 
instead left young voters even more cynical and detached? Finally, where does the 
future go— what technologies will soon have an impact on politics and public policy and 
what will the political process look like moving forward? !!!
Assignments and Assessments: !!
In many ways this class will be a hybrid between a traditional seminar in which students 
read and then discuss the reading material, and a sort of laboratory or “crowd sourced” 
class in which students work together to further everyone’s knowledge, including the 
instructor. In a very real sense, this class will take place in real time. As we study the 
impact of new technologies on politics over the last twenty-five years, today’s new 
platforms and innovations will be affecting the current political battles. As such, students 
will be expected to follow the news, and to explore how new technologies and platforms 
shape our understanding of politics as they happen. To help facilitate our study, each 
week (every two classes) students will be asked to bring in an example of the new 
media affecting either the content of politics or policy, political procedure, political 
happenings, or our understanding of politics and policy. This example could be a clip 
from the Daily Show, it could be a facebook post relevant to politics or public policy, it 
could be a story that has exploded during the week because of twitter, etc. Depending 
on developments in the news, there may be examples of which the instructor cannot 
conceive in advance that will be highly appropriate (one example of this sort of sudden 
development was the way in which Wikipedia shut down for a day in protest over the 
proposed Stop Online Privacy Act and Protect IP Act two years ago). Part of each class 
will be spent discussing these examples and tying them to the broader themes of the 
class, as well as the readings, while the remainder of the class will be devoted to the 
readings and to the broader topics outlined below. Some weeks we will analyze the 
readings themselves, while other weeks, the readings will serve as background to 
inform a discussion of bigger questions. Discussion questions will be emailed in 
advance of class in an effort to give you time to think through the big themes/questions 
that we will be discussing. !!
Assessments:!!
Class Participation 35%— including providing the weekly examples outlined above, as 
well as being able to identify critical terms that are central to the class, and presenting 
on the reading material regularly. On occasion the instructor may ask the class to 
identify and explain the significance of a key term related to the class material, assign a 
short written activity, and/or give a brief quiz. The objective of these exercises is not to 
play “gotcha” or to force students to memorize definitions and/or details. Rather, the 
goal will be to make sure that all members of the class are working from the same 
playbook, and to ensure that students are pulling key concepts from the readings and 
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are comfortable working with these terms as we assess broader questions. These 
“check up” assignments are preferable to giving an exam during the short summer 
session. !
! The quality of the class discussion in a seminar truly defines how educational 
and interesting the class is. Reflecting that importance, class participation is worth thirty-
five percent of your class grade. We have an opportunity to learn from one another and 
to push ourselves to think about the material in new and innovative ways. Students are 
always encouraged to share thoughts— there is no stupid idea or question. This is the 
one component of your grade over which you have total control— a student who comes 
to each class and says nothing all semester will receive a C for class participation. 
Students who are active participants during each class will do well. Do not feel as 
though you need to say something about each topic. Participation grades will not reflect 
quantity of participation alone. Quality matters as well. A student who makes three really 
tremendous points in a class may do as well as a student who makes ten comments. 
But when you have a thought, share it. Also do not hesitate to push each other. As long 
as interaction is respectful, some of the best classroom discussions come when 
students question one another and we puzzle together over a topic. !
! The instructor understands that some students are shy and have difficulty with 
public speaking. Such shyness, however, does not excuse students from their 
responsibility to participate in class. Rather, participation can come in many forms— e-
mailing questions or thoughts about the readings to the instructor in advance of class, 
participating in class discussion using twitter (we will sometimes use hashtags and have 
twitter discussions), sending out relevant articles, along with some brief commentary 
linking them to the class themes, to the class, participating in smaller group activities, 
etc. If you are shy and looking for an alternative means for participating in the seminar, 
come speak with me early in the summer session so that we can work out an 
arrangement. Too often students wait until the end of the semester to inform an 
instructor about such shyness, at which point it is too late to help the student salvage 
his/her participation grade (which is especially true in the short summer session). !
! Please also note that, as the class is very small, quite often, I will ask each 
member of the class to chime in on a topic. The idea is not to put people on the spot, 
but rather, to take advantage of the small size of the class to have a real conversation. !!!
Op-Ed: 10%— In 750-1000 words: examine the following question: Have the 
development of new media and social media been good for American democracy or 
bad? Why or why not?!!
This is a think piece. It is clearly a very short assignment. As such, you won’t be able to 
cite voluminous evidence. This piece calls more for analysis and thought than it does for 
significant citation of evidence. That doesn’t mean that you cannot use an example here 
or there—indeed a well placed example can substantially bolster your argument— but 
the key to the assignment is to think critically about what we’ve learned to this point of 
the course, and what your view of the policymaking process is, and to take a stand of 
some sort.!!
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Group Project: 25%— The class will work as a group on one of the following two 
projects:!!
Group 1: You are the campaign team for a candidate in a highly contentious 2014 
United States Senate race. Present a new media plan to the candidate. Prepare to 
spend 30-45 minutes presenting this plan to your peers. The formal plan should be 
written out and distributed to the instructor no later than 3 PM on June 30th. This plan 
should include both media and social media and should explain why the suggestions 
being proffered are the right way to go about winning a highly contentious political race 
in 2014. Also, keep in mind that you must explain why investing precious and limited 
campaign resources in your proposed strategies offers a better prospect for winning 
than investing further resources in traditional campaign tools, such as television 
advertising, direct mail, and phone banks. !!
OR !!
Group 2: You are staffers for the House Majority Whip. The Speaker of the House has 
approached you regarding pending budget legislation that includes entitlement reform, 
tax reform—including lowering of rates, capping and eliminating deductions and raising 
revenue,— and spending reallocations. The Speaker is concerned that the votes will not 
be there to pass the bill because of opposition from outside groups on all sides of the 
political spectrum, and vocal opposition from members aligned with these groups. The 
Speaker asks you to prepare a media and social media battle plan to build support for 
the legislation that will help to bring members around. Prepare a 30-45 minute 
presentation outlining this plan to the leadership along with a written report explaining 
the rationale behind the chosen strategies. The written report must be distributed to the 
instructor no later than 3 PM on June 30th. !!!
Final Research Project: 30%— Students have a wide birth to select a research topic 
pertaining to the subject of the class. Students’ topics must be approved by the 
instructor no later than Saturday May 31st. Students will be expected to utilize primary 
and secondary sources to construct a research paper with a minimum of 3500 words 
and a maximum of 5000. If appropriate, students may include media in their papers. 
Students’ papers MUST present an argument and support it with relevant analysis, 
evidence, and examples. Don’t just make a claim and endeavor to support it with a 
plethora of examples. While supporting one’s claim is critical, so too is explaining the 
hows and whys behind the claim. A fantastically written paper that is entirely 
summary and citations will earn a B+. The idea is to present an argument on a 
topic of interest and to utilize research findings to support that argument. It 
behooves students to have a rough hypothesis as they start their research, but to be 
willing to adapt that hypothesis in accordance with what they find while researching. 
Students should make sure to have a clear thesis stated in the most specific terms 
possible before the end of the second page of their papers. Appropriate citations are 
required, though the instructor does not care which citations style students use (i.e. 
Chicago Manual, APA, etc). !
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!!
Texts: Some of the following books are required for purchase, others are 
recommended. The recommended texts are books from which I have assigned 
chapters, which I will scan and put on the course website. However, I have also ordered 
the books because I know that some students prefer having the entire book, especially 
since most of them are fairly short and relatively inexpensive. All books are available at 
the Penn Book Center, and are easily accessible on Amazon.com and half.com. Almost 
all of the books are also available as ebooks. You’re welcome to acquire used books, 
ebooks, etc. as per your preference. I’ve tried my best to assign full chapters to make it 
easier to choose any version of a text. Please note, that while there are a large 
number of class texts, that is more a byproduct of copyright laws than a crushing 
reading load for a seminar. In many cases, we are only reading parts of the 
assigned books. In some weeks, all students will be asked to complete all of the 
readings listed below. In other weeks, in an effort to take advantage of the 
burgeoning literature on certain topics, the class will be divided so that we can 
benefit from more sources/perspectives, which will add insight/information to our 
discussion, while simultaneously keeping the reading load manageable. !!!
Required!!
1. Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Joseph Cappella, Echo Chamber: Rush Limbaugh and 

the Conservative Media Establishment: http://www.amazon.com/Echo-Chamber-Limbaugh-
Conservative-Establishment/dp/B008SLLL1K/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?
ie=UTF8&qid=1380172150&sr=8-4!!

2.  Jeffrey M. Berry and Sarah Sobieraj, The Outrage Industry: Political Media Opinion 
and the New Incivility (Oxford University Press, 2014) http://www.amazon.com/dp/
0199928975/ref=wl_it_dp_o_pC_nS_ttl?
_encoding=UTF8&colid=2D4Q1AKSH954&coliid=I5724WXDS8ZFN!!

3. David Karpf, The Move On Effect: The Unexpected Transformation of American 
Political Advocacy (Oxford University Press, 2012) http://www.amazon.com/MoveOn-Effect-
Unexpected-Transformation-ebook/dp/B00829LGSQ/ref=sr_1_1?
s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1380172329&sr=1-1&keywords=David+Karpf!!

4. Gabriel Sherman, The Loudest Voice in the Room: The Inside Story of How Roger 
Ailes and Fox News Remade American Politics (Random House, 2014) http://
www.amazon.com/Loudest-Voice-Room-American-ebook/dp/B00AD6O6BU/ref=sr_1_2?
s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1380172520&sr=1-2&keywords=fox+news!!

5. Sasha Issenberg, The Victory Lab: The Secret Science of Winning Campaigns 
(Broadway Books, 2012): http://www.amazon.com/dp/B007MDK72E/ref=wl_it_dp_o_pC_nS_ttl?
_encoding=UTF8&colid=2D4Q1AKSH954&coliid=I3QOECAZ7LYONY!!

6. Daniel Kreiss: Taking Our Country Back: The Crafting of Networked Politics from 
Howard Dean to Barack Obama (Oxford University Press, 2012) http://
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www.amazon.com/dp/B008X0UKN6/ref=wl_it_dp_o_pC_nS_ttl?
_encoding=UTF8&colid=2D4Q1AKSH954&coliid=I120FQSNC5DFGE!!

7. Eric Boehlert, Bloggers on the Bus: How the Internet Changed Politics and the Press 
(New York, Free Press, 2009), http://www.amazon.com/Bloggers-Bus-Internet-Changed-
Politics/dp/1416560106/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1380313671&sr=8-1&keywords=bloggers+on+the
+bus!!

8. Amarnath Amarasingam, The Stewart / Colbert Effect: Essays on the Real Impacts 
of Fake News (McFarland, 2011), http://www.amazon.com/Stewart-Colbert-Effect-Essays-
Impacts-ebook/dp/B0053XW64W/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1394832123&sr=8-1&keywords=the+stewart
+and+colbert+effect. !!

9. Mathew Hindman, The Myth of Digital Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2008) http://www.amazon.com/Myth-Digital-Democracy-Matthew-Hindman/dp/0691138680/
ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1380341016&sr=8-1&keywords=matthew+hindman!!!!

Recommended: !!
1. Jeffrey P Jones, Entertaining Politics: Satiric Television and Political Engagement 

(Communication, Media, and Politics) (Rowman and Littlefield, 2010), http://
www.amazon.com/Entertaining-Politics-Television-Engagement-Communication-ebook/dp/
B004GHNH58/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1394832223&sr=8-3&keywords=Jeffrey+P+Jones. !!!

Additional chapters and scholarly articles will be assigned as dictated below. All such 
articles/chapters will be available on the class Canvas site. !!!
Schedule: !!
Week 1/2 Part One—!!
May 27: Introduction & The Echo Chamber Part 1!!
Assignments/Discussion Questions to Consider in Advance of Class:!!
1. Find out at what age your parents (or if your parents are for some reason unavailable 

someone of a similar age) got their first TVs. How many channels did those TVs get? !!
2. What technological development between the end of World War II and the present 
has had the most impact on politics and public policy, and why? !!!!
May 29 & June 3: The Echo Chamber and Outrage Industry !!
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Reading: !!
1. Sherman, Chapters 11, 12, 14-20!!
2. Jamieson and Cappella: Preface, Chapters 1 & 2, 5, &  9-11!!
3. Sobieraj and Berry, Chapters 2-6!!
4. Boehlert, Chapter 1!!
Weeks 2/3: Blogosphere, Netroots, Social Media & Comedy Politics!!
June 5,!!
Reading: !!
1. Karpf, 2-3 & 6-7. !!
2. Aaron Shaw and Yochai Benkler, “A Tale of Two Blogospheres: Discursive Practices 

on the Left and Right,” !!
3. Rasmus Kleis Nielson and Cristian Vaccari, “Do People Like Candidates on 

Facebook? Not Really- From direct to Indirect and institutional effects of social media 
on politics”!!

June 10: !!
Reading: !!
4. Boehlert, 2-TBA  !!
June 12: Comedy Politics: Daily Show & Colbert Report!!
Reading: !!
1. Amarnath Amarasingam, The Stewart/Colbert Effect: Essays on the Real Impact of 

Fake News, 9-79 & 99-116. !!
OR!!
2. Jones, Entertaining Politics, Chapters 4, 6, 8 & 9!!
June 17 & 19: Case Study 1: Electoral politics!!
Reading: !!
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1. Kriess, Chapters 1 & 2, & 4-6. !!
2. Issenberg, Chapter 4-Afterword. !!
3.  Kevin Wallsten, “Yes We Can”: How Online Viewership, Blog Discussion, Campaign 

Statements, and Mainstream Media Coverage Produced a Viral Video Phenomenon!!
4. David Karpf, “Macaca Moments Reconsidered: Electoral Panopticon or Netroots 

Mobilization?” !!
5. Jamieson and Cappella, Chapter 7 !!!
June 24: New technology and the policymaking process— !!
Does the President still have his bully pulpit? Why or Why not?!!
How has new technology changed the Congressional policymaking process? !!
How has new technology affected the loss of what President Gutmann refers to as the 
Spirt of Compromise? !!
Have technological advancements decentralized power within the Congress? 
Alternatively, have they created that illusion while actually further centralizing power in 
the hands of the leadership? !!
Readings: !!
1. Benkler, Yochai and Roberts, Hal and Faris, Robert and Solow-Niederman, Alicia and 

Etling, Bruce, Social Mobilization and the Networked Public Sphere: Mapping the 
SOPA-PIPA Debate (July 19, 2013). Berkman Center Research Publication No. 
2013-16. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2295953 or http://dx.doi.org/
10.2139/ssrn.2295953!!

2. Julian E. Zelizer, On Capitol Hill: The Struggle to Reform Congress and its 
Consequences (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 206-232.!!

3. Joshua D Clinton and Ted Enamorado, “The National News Media’s Effect on 
Congress: How the Spread of Fox News Affected Elites in Congress.” !!

4. Sobieraj and Berry, Chapter 7!!
5. Jeremy W. Peters, “Thanks to the Digital Revolution, a Conservative Uprising Can 

Rally Its Troops,” The New York Times, September 28, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/
2013/09/28/us/politics/thanks-to-the-digital-revolution-a-conservative-uprising-can-
rally-its-troops.html?ref=us&_r=0. !
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!!
June 26, & July 1: Technology and Democracy, The Future, & Group Presentation!!
Core question: Has the plethora of new technology been good for democracy? Is the 
electorate better informed? Are people more likely to become politically engaged 
because of the new modes of becoming informed? What does the future hold? !!
Assignments: Op-Ed due by e-mail by 9 PM on Wednesday, June 25 !!!
June 26: !!
Readings: !!
1. Hindman, chapters 4-7. !!
2. Jamieson and Cappella, 191-249 !!!
July 1: !!
The first half of class will consist of the group project presentation !!
Readings for the 2nd half of class: !!
1. Prior, Markus. 2005. “News vs. Entertainment: How Increasing Media Choice 

Widens Gaps in Political Knowledge and Turnout.” American Journal of Political 
Science 49 (3): 577-592!!

2. Jonathan Rauch, “How Tea Party Organizes Without Leaders, National Journal 
Magazine, September 11, 2010, http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-bloggers/
2591379/posts!!

3. Amarasingam, 79-99 OR Jones, TBA.!!
4.  Robert Draper, “Can the GOP Be Saved From Obsolescence,” The New York Times, 

February 14, 2013, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/17/magazine/can-the-
republicans-be-saved-from-obsolescence.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0. !!!

Final Paper due by July 2 by email at 4 PM. 
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